Carrier Chiller
30kav variable speed air-cooled screw chiller - carrier - founded by the inventor of modern air
conditioning, carrier is the world’s leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration
solutions. product data - chillers carrier - carrier corporation 2013 form 23xrv-7pd carrier’s aquaedge™
23xrv chiller with greenspeed® intelligence is the world’s first integrated variable speed, 30hxc 080-375
30gx 082-358 screw compressor ... - ahi carrier - 30hxc 080-375 30gx 082-358 screw compressor watercooled liquid chillers and air-cooled liquid chillers 30hxc nominal cooling capacity 290-1325 kw air-cooled
reciprocating liquid chillers - carrier - 30gtn,gtr air-cooled reciprocating liquid chillers with comfortlink™
controls 50/60 hz nominal capacities: 50 to 410 tons 179 to 1445 kw product data 19xr two-stage
centrifugal chiller - 3 aquaedge™ 19xr two-stage centrifugal chiller cooling capacity reaches up to 3,000
tons, advanced technologies applied like optimized two-stage screw-compressor air- and water-cooled
liquid chillers 50 hz - 30gx and 30hxc series pro-dialog control screw-compressor air- and water-cooled liquid
chillers 50 hz global chiller product aquasnap® data air-cooled chillers - carrier’s new aquasnap chiller
installs quickly and easily on the ground, on the rooftop, or on the factory floor to save money. then it will run
so quietly that you'll hardly know it's there. there is one place, however, where you will defi-nitely be aware of
aquasnap unit — on your electric bill. aquasnap unit’s high efficiency keeps costs down. costs less right from
the start only ... product data ecologic™ air-cooled - surplus group - endary performance of the carrier
model 30g flotronic™ chiller and share many of the same time-proven features and technologies providing
easy operation, quick installation and start-ups that save you money! superior temperature control equals
potential for greater productivity whether in the classroom, on the production floor, or in the office, comfortlink
controls can help you to adapt to ... water-cooled liquid chillers - carrier - 3 the new generation of the
carrier 06t screw compressors benefits from carrier’s long experience in the development of twin-rotor screw
compressors. product aquasnap data 30rb080-390 air-cooled chillers with - carrier’s superior chiller
design provides savings at initial purchase, at installa-tion, and for years afterward. costs less right from the
start carrier’s aquasnapchillers feature a compact, all-in-one package design that installs quickly and easily on
the ground or the rooftop. the optional pump and hydronic components are already built in; this costs less than
buying and install-ing ... product data liquid chillers with ... - chillers carrier - 4 30mp a 030 6 - 30mp –
aquasnap® liquid chiller with comfortlink controls condenser option a – chiller without condenser (air-cooled)
design revision level hermetic centrifugal liquid chiller 19xr - carrier - 19xr hermetic centrifugal liquid
chiller cooling capacity 1055-5274kw energy-saving and high efficency, reliability, environmental leadership,
advanced design, convenient installation and easily product data - carrier® - acondicionadores de aire:
aire ... - 2 carrier’s aquaedge® 23xrv chiller with greenspeed® intelligence is the world’s first integrated
variable speed, water-cooled screw chiller.
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